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David Lehman

Panama Hat
for Stacey

“What kind of poems do you write?”
she asked and I said occasional poems
each day is an occasion take today

The sun shone on my face
shielded by a Panama hat 
made in Ecuador 

and the fate of a leaf in a hurricane
was the day’s best simile for financial markets 
where the value of green keeps going up.

The trees and the grass are vying
in the green competition
because “good is as visible as green”

and the lawns are emerald
like the eyes of my beloved
when she saw the ring with two hearts

and an emerald crescent 
in the jeweler’s case.
The food tasted good

and simple: beans and rice, chicken, 
coconut sorbet, white cherries, lemonade, 
and Matthew’s concoction with Cynar and jalapeno-infused gin.

The ice cubes in the glass
sounded like nothing
but themselves. 

The sky was blue
The shirt fit
I washed the car.

The newspaper reported 
that Cambridge is catching up to Oxford
in real-estate prices 

and my thousand words on “To His Coy Mistress”
were nicely illustrated
as I sat and sipped in the sun.

And then I read the new bio of Duke Ellington 
and Helen Forrest’s own story
and tilted my hat as I walked

celebrating the day the occasion for
taking a walk enjoying the light
and my new Panama Hat.



Island

Timothy Brainard

on the floor.
 
     he is an island.

on the floor in the center of the room.
 
     he is an island and a shadow.

on the floor in the center of the room is where the most light is.
 
     he is an island and the subject and a shadow.

he sprawls out on the floor in the center of the room because that’s where the most light is.
 
     he is an island and the subject and a shadow as the light shines down upon him and this 
ocean.

he sprawls out on the floor in the center of the room because that’s where the most light is. 
because that’s where he can feel.
 
     he is an island and the subject and a shadow as the light shines down upon him 
     and this ocean, this ocean of carpet and sadness he can’t seem to put a name to.

sometimes on nights like this he sprawls out on the floor in the center of the room 
because that’s where the most light is. because that’s where he can feel that he’s alone.
 
     he is an island and the subject and a shadow as the light shines down upon him 
     and this ocean, this ocean of carpet and sadness he can’t seem to put a name to 
     though he tries.

sometimes on nights like this he sprawls out on the floor in the center of the room 
because that’s where the most light is. because that’s where he can feel that he’s alone. 
alone enough to feel that he won’t break.

     he is an island and the subject and a shadow as the light shines down upon him 
     and this ocean, this ocean of carpet and sadness he can’t seem to put a name to 
     though he tries. the sadness will surround him like the light and cast its shadow.

it’s not every day, but sometimes on nights like this he sprawls out on the floor in the 
center of the room because that’s where the most light is. because that’s where he can feel 
that he’s alone. alone enough to feel that he won’t break any other thing that’s near him 
when he’s not here all alone just where the light is in the center of the room on nights like this.

     he is an island and the subject and a shadow as the light shines down upon him 
     and this ocean, this ocean of carpet and sadness he can’t seem to put a name to 
     though he tries. to put a name to this the sadness will surround him like the light 
     and cast its shadow as his roots sink deep into it like an island lost at sea.



Island

Joshua Gray

Melancholy

This morning the waiting room is full
of empty chairs. Someone sits and speaks
to no one I can see. The TV
I rarely watch mutely wears a cable
news show telling us how we will all die.

The harp player has left
her instrument, wrapped in its soft red bag,
leaning against the sterile wall.
I have always wanted to thank her for her service,
but my blue shin cannot match her Greensleeves.

The painter is not here today. His table holds
nothing but brochures on a bright sky.
He often paints flowers, thin as his hair, and invites others
to join him in a voice that radiates from his gray beard.
But even he is silent.

My wife had to work today. She could not come
to sit in that corner and solve
yet another puzzle, spread on a square table.
I cannot leave her
to go measure precisely how sick I am.



Nude Male With Echo #37

Darren C. Demaree

I count time’s injury
in heat and sadness,
how sloped I become,
how close my heels
come to touching
the low, squealing black
dirt that always trails
me from the last garden
I visited. If I do all of this
& I’m measured short
of the beauty of the day,
then my body can carry
that into the next morning.
The rest of me can hinge.

Nude Male With Echo #38
I have the ego
of the ocean.
That’s why I’ve stood here
for hours, naked
& now expecting a tide
to rise from a part
of me I do not know.
If anything happens,
at all, I will call
myself a great sea.



Nude Male With Echo #37

Nude Male With Echo #38 Nude Male With Echo #39
I’ve added the other
to my stance. I knew it
when I was climbed
& someone entered
my mouth, like that was
an accomplishment.
My mouth is always open.
I appreciate how much
of me you needed
to touch before you found
my eager red to be a home.

Monument
oil on canvas
40x64



Outside Dubai

L.M. Myers
An echo between plane
And desert     a shadow
Moving over land
From one ridge to
Another     head and
Body divided across sands 
 Has it ever not been
This almost featureless 
Rippled expanse    rasped
And rouged like sea at sunset
Each crest carved
With silent tongues
  Then white tanks move
Into the narrow window frame
Their squat round bulks 
Settled deep in dunes 
And a periodic flare
Blooms from the tops 
Of scattered Eiffel Towers
Until the dunes give
Out in a wide
Flat gray stretch of gravel 
A spare figure 
Shadow cast
Like a flock of large birds 
Gathered around the rare—
 Whole
For a moment 
Before breaking across the dunes

I’m not traveling from home
Nor arriving there
After day and night and day between 
 SFO, IAD and DXB
I’m in some extended form
Of suspension
Like a grain of sand     poised
To strip down the crest face
After years of longing for 
And despite fear of 
  departure    
I land on a borrowed floor
  ~



Outside Dubai

Outside the city endless
Sweet crude
          Space for rent 
No more wattle and daub
No more mud and palm frond
Fields of fresh walls and signs
Scribbled over with loan numbers
  ~
Blowing through the double doors
Like northern shamal winds
In four-inch heels    Glossy
Black short skirt and shorter
Two young women
Indifferent to all observance

Across the lobby
A small woman in niqab    stares
Above her mask of black falcon wings
The tv blares
“Due to high pressure in the center of the emirate . . .”
Across the lobby
A narrowing of eyes

As we converge in the amber gleam of the elevator 
Watch the numbers light 
Up the girls
Each and every sleek imported inch
In the mirrored panels
Rounds of bright eyes 
Flicking on
When they gather in force 
(the local story goes) 
Shamal winds drop a curtain of dust and sand
They’ll blind you and
Take your skin clean off
  ~
Outside men and women
Don’t hold hands

For love or money
Dubai men 
Entwine
Reciprocal



Pinky with pinky

Flowers of a different
Vine 
On the promenade
An undulating
Rhythm springs between 
Two palms 
  ~
Under today’s bright sun
No order could be clearer
The rap rap   rap rap
On the wooden table
Sound of Where Is   My Drink
Point of the Arab woman being 
Ought to have already been brought to
Point of the Indian man being (here)
To bring
Cold glasses of Coca-Cola
After the Yes Ma’am
He is again To Bring 
Cold glasses of Coca-Cola
This time with rum
  ~
Blink the scene back
The man walking in a white kurta
Fluttering in the center lane 
As if a great white bird 
Landed from the east
And folded his wings not quite under
But let them drag
Listing and somewhat stained
Tired and uncertain 
Or certainly tired 
Or lost 
He must have walked for miles
And for what
I am approaching
No signs     anywhere 
In my peripheral vision
Traces of 
Well I can’t actually see
The surfaces stretch 



So wide and everywhere
Scrub and sand and dust
Under the broad impassive 
Sky bending pale 
Into the ochre of exhaust 
At the edges
So bright and undistinguished
A glimmer on the horizon
Resolving into oil 
Tankers and eighteen-wheelers
Barreling 
For all the migrants
Load upon load of fodder 
  ~
A camel walks over
Brittle thorny shrubs
Heat-warped water bottles 
And false-horned vipers
Unharmed 
Walks on broken
Runs of cyclone fencing jagged 
Edges of brass shells
A camel will trod smooth the torn
Letters in canvas bags
And hardly blink an eye over the half-buried 
Plastic turquoise sandal
  ~
Day in the desert begins and runs
Its end over the edges
Like an eye rolling 
Too far to the side 
Over stretched sands 
The almost human form 
Where all the birds have gathered 
    There
Close one eye and 
 Vanish 
Their outstretched wings
You can pluck them 
Right out of sight 
Host of shadows
But still those 
Guttering voices—



        Now open  
Turn your head a little
 There
So many bodies shining 
Again in the shrinking muddy 
Pool    What little you find
Here gathers around
The watery hole
At the center of perception     
The eye’s blind 
Commotion of dark wings
I hear but wonder 
What I’ll never see
The figure pulled to pieces
Ground a scatter of stones and
Ache of sky gone
Too white at the edges of its socket
I am trying to turn my face 
Into it
  ~
Now is the time for prayer
But there is no call 
Out here 
Caged doves flutter in the violet desert 
Their wings their breasts
Feed the falcons
Who lift from the arms of keepers
Describing widening
Widens spirals
Over visitors’ heads
  ~
Sands cool under the thin moon
Hanging from a palm
Flies
Gather in the meat trap
  ~
At night in the tents 
Beyond the garden
There are performances

I am here to watch 
The falcon 



Untie her mask

On red rugs laid across the sand
Wide of eyes and kohl-lined
Like a woman
He turns his hips to me
Black pearl between his lips

A show of teeth
In bush and beast

I never saw the garden

Now it is morning
The traces the
Blackened stones
Here shifted sands there
Where I walked yesterday

Become a desert place

He who enters
Is lost

For years 
I could push around these embers 
And never find what was burning 

I still can’t drink the water

He who leaves
Is born

Spring now at home
With cherry blossoms

The old white Ford limned in rust
And fallen petals

Spring
Whole gardens of rust
And fallen petals          



Neurotic Countdown & Something Excusatory 
Like “Apologies Love, We Had to Kill You”

B.B.P. Hosmillo

The heavy traffic gave you time to feel the pain in your abdomen.
                             You’re a credit card agent and God, who owed you one life
minus the eternal interest, revealed that you have a rare liver cancer only spotted
    in an immortal body. This explains why you believe you will suffer all your life.
                                              This explains why you have time looking for Satan.
          Stop praying more than three times a day, you supposed I said,
                                                   try Buddha, talk like a toad.
                         That night was a year without fiesta, you’re missing celebration,
                  you dreamt of a cure.
I woke up, you supposed, putting two 25 centavos inside your yellow underwear.
Half-conscious, you supposed gambling was my best idea to afford chemotherapy.
              On the way to an antiestablishment casino
                          you were robbed which means automatically molested.
You supposed the kiss marks around your navel were caused by the incident.

                   Today the window is swung out, the dogs are angrily barking, you are naked,
                                                                    you are crying let’s just sell this house,
                                                                           and you are really crying, I still want to live.

The heavy traffic gave you time to feel the pain in your abdomen.
                    Be a little bit patient, you supposed I said, imagine the cars are trees,
                         the fowls don’t know they’re caged, the vegetables are still
           hanging and we’re elderly farmers.
This is the time of the year when whatever you see is vacant and therefore quiet
    and you therefore better be alone in your properties—this lot, that arable hectare,
                                                                                    those secret acre of graveyards.
Everything’s arranged according to a single relaxed vision, you supposed,
                                                                                                no tragedy’s ever relevant.

Today the car’s shadow replicates the shadow of our neighbor holding a bolo
                                               and you are murmuring let’s just sell this house,
                                                         and you are really murmuring, I still want to live.

The heavy traffic gave you time to feel the pain in your abdomen
                 and you supposed I told you to read my palm just so I would know what time



you’d creep off the car, run to the nearest convenience store and tell whoever
                                                                           Look at that car! It will explode in 3, 2, 1.

Today I’m not saying anything while removing the window I never made
          to be a brothel door while giving my dead mother a stare down
                        so she would shut off the artificial fountain inside my head which,
amidst the flood, is pulling an indoor plant that will look at you with puppy eyes
whenever you’re planning another excuse to leave me living
                                                             or dying, mostly dying alone.
                    This is my silence: a circus attraction removed of viewers, assembling
the dream town where you were walking
                                                           and gently kicking a semi-folded sausage can.
The sun was a newly opened soda God had shaken for over an hour.
     There was a circle of landowners and furniture
         vendors and robed people who were strangers but they knew, you said to me,
what you were, what you loved, what you were trying to be, what you were
                                                                            running away from, etcetera.
The sun was a newly opened soda and it was making me thirsty and I was smiling
       at you because you looked thirstier than me. We were very much connected.

That was the street I crossed when you were looking for a foxhole or a manhole or 
      something that could freely take you in, take you off, take you further,
                                                                                   take you just the way you were.
             I dug up the hot ground and made what you wanted—so perfect
                                             that it suited your body—and considerately found the way
of water—you felt you were understood, thought drowning was a good life.
                Eventually, I became the underground—I have no regrets.
     And it’s beginning again, now passing me, the flatfooted question,
O the shard-words those elected citizens jab me
with, but one that is, mockingly, for you: Is there life down there?
                That’s a stoplight, that’s a rectangle with three circles, all crossed, all red.
        Today they are counting 1, 2, 3, organizing to lift all at the same time
a nearly three decade unmentionable
                                    which has been covering us like a roof as though without it
      we’d be guilty that we’re safe.
           The easy numbers are very near to call it a caught day or a desperate moment
                                                 or a time short of heaven and I’m looking at you,
I keep looking at you watching the water between my legs stop.
                     I have never looked at anyone like this before. I can’t remember
                                                                                     the last time I saw an enemy,
          God for a better term.              God of my own since you have a face,
a sunny face, a blinding.
                                         O how hot. I’m becoming a desert. I’m not praising you.
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In The End

In the end there were the two hours of sleep

that came like serpents slithering through the tall grass

fork tongued and belligerent, whispering obscenities.

In the end there was the impossible morning, 

the anvil on my chest, the sheets squeezed between the balls of my fists,

the spent wishes floating in puddles around my closed eyes.  

The violent muted scream

and the pillow that hushed the moan.

In the end there was the war between my temples,

one side fighting to keep you here in this place with me forever

despite your body behind glass, the tube running from your nose,

your closed eyes, your evaporation, 

the other side fighting for the truth that read like a misfortune.

It read : ‘there is no forever, not here in this place.’

Fighting for open palms and kisses blown toward clicking shutters,

for the joy that lives and breathes inside a memory.

Fighting for the warrior strength I need now

because I touched your dead lips with my fingers

and kissed your cold face with my own

behind the stained glass with your family.

Knowing that the end of your flesh for me

signaled the beginning of something else for you.

In the end there was the revelation

that pain and reverence

are sometimes the exact same thing,

one being the only way to express the other.

In the end there was the wondering

where did you go with the other half of our love?

does it pour from an open wound

Jesse Rosenthal



reaching backward in the zero gravity abyss

like mine does?

Do you have wings now?

If yes, did someone give them to you?

If no, when will you get them?

Could you grow them on your own,

would that be expected?

Are your lips still full of blood do you still have those lips

or are you made of something different?

Abstractions we cannot fathom here

in our lines of traffic, in our checkout lines,

in our linear cages.

If I left this place now, would I get to follow you?

Would they give me wings? Would I grow them on my own?

Would that be expected?

Or

If I waited here, lived long years and let time finally escape me

would I get to see you then,

and would you be much older than I was

when I got there?



Consciousness and Clay
oil on canvas
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Close Reading

 L. M. Myers’ “Outside Dubai” is a poetic series that locates itself in 
the desert spaces outside of Dubai, one of the world’s fastest growing and most 
international cities. The speaker, like many others who find themselves landing 
on Dubai’s “borrowed floor,” is in “some extended form of suspension.” She 
is “not traveling from home / Nor arriving there,” and the descriptions in the 
poem’s opening section reveal the speaker’s sense of displacement and disem-
bodiment. As she looks out from a small airplane window, she sees the plane’s 
shadow as “An echo . . .  / . . . a shadow / Moving over land / From one ridge to 
/ Another      head and / Body divided across sands”. It is this sense of displace-
ment, and the loss of identity that comes with it, that are the poet’s primary 
concerns. 

 The dominant mode Myers employs throughout the series is descrip-
tion. Her eye surveys landscapes, people, and scenes with a piercing and often 
unsettling accuracy. She immerses the reader in a landscape that is both ancient 
and recently changed: “Has it ever not been / This almost featureless / Rippled 
expanse    rasped / And roughed like sea at sunset,” she asks early in the poem 
and is answered by “white tanks” that suddenly “move / Into the narrow win-
dow frame.” The “white tanks” are the holding tanks of an oil refinery, tangible 
reminders of the industry that fueled Dubai’s entrance into the global market. 
Descriptions like this one, which appear throughout Myers’ series, juxtapose 
some of the forces colliding in modern Dubai—this place transformed from a 
remote, desert culture into one of the world’s central trading hubs in a mat-
ter of decades.  In the third poem of the series, two girls glide through a hotel 
lobby in mini-skirts, and Myers’ description highlights the contrast between 
these women and another woman “in niqub,” the traditional Islamic dress, who 
watches them. The girls are “glossy” and “imported,” they are “indifferent to all 
observance”—observance suggesting not only the observation of those around 
them, but also the observance of tradition or decorum. Cultural tension, Myers 
suggests, is the real “high pressure in the center of the emirate,” and the storm 
that will follow will be one of cultural loss and shifting identities. In language 
spare and rhythmically assured, Myers’ descriptions investigate the exchange 
rate of modernity and history, personal freedom and cultural erosion, and they 
do so on both a global and individual scale.     

Luke Brekke



 What happens when we are taken out of our place or when our place is changed so drastically that 
it is no longer itself? Though never explicitly expressed, these questions are everywhere in “Outside Dubai.” 

           The man walking in a white kurta
           Fluttering in the center lane
           As if a great white bird
           Landed from the east
           And folded his wings not quite under
           But let them drag
           Listing and somewhat stained
           Tired and uncertain 
           Or certainly tired
           Or lost
           He must have walked for miles
           And for what

 Who this man is and where he is headed remain unknown to the poem’s speaker and to us. What 
becomes clear though, over the course of these lines, is the speaker’s willingness to identify with him, to 
recognize something of her own situation in his. As the comparison between this man and the “great white 
bird” develops, the observing eye passes from what is outwardly visible (the kurta “like wings,”) to what is 
inwardly assumed (“Tired and uncertain”). With the next line, the speaker moves from this man’s situation 
to her own: “I am approaching / No signs       anywhere.” 

     Myers’ method values restraint and compression and, as such, many of the poems in the series 
remain productively enigmatic. The penultimate section, for instance, reads like a haiku, resonant and myste-
rious. 

              Sands cool under the thin moon
              Hanging from a palm
              Flies
              Gather in the meat trap

What this “meat trap” is for and the circumstances that brought the speaker out to this strange spot in the 
desert are withheld, allowing the image to reverberate in all its ominous splendor.  The fourth and fifth sec-
tions, similarly restrained, present scenes that examine gender and power within the Emirates. In one an 
“Arab woman” rudely orders a drink from a man. Though the poet suggests that the “Point of the Indian man 
being (here)” is something different—more utilitarian and diminished—than it would be somewhere else, she 
never quite says so, and we are left to draw our own conclusions. We are left to draw our own conclusions, 
too, in regard to the preceding section. Because homosexuality is still considered a crime in Dubai, the scene 



describing “Dubai men” who “Entwine / Reciprocal / Pinky with pinky” is charged. Myers, though, doesn’t 
make any explicit comments on what she sees, instead she allows the intimacy of the scene to resolve in an 
image: “Flowers of a different / Vine / On the promenade / An undulating / Rhythm springs between  / Two 
palms.” Suggestive, but inconclusive. 

 Myers’ restraint may result from an unwillingness to make the sort of assertive mistakes that lead to 
domination and exploitation, corrosive forces that are revealed as pervasive throughout the course of the poem. 
In each section, there is a desire to see clearly and a simultaneous withholding, the speaker always attentive and 
always a step removed. In the long, eighth section, Myers most directly explores her intention to see clearly. The 
section develops the poem’s most elaborate figure, the desert itself “Like an eye rolling / Too far to the side.” 
As the speaker begins to play a game with her own sense of vision (closing one eye so a host of birds “vanish,”) 
she calls attention to the act of seeing and the tricky business of perception. 
                
                        Now open
           Turn your head a little
                There
           So many bodies shining
           Again in the shrinking muddy
           Pool    What little you find
           Here gathers around
           The watery hole
           At the center of perception

 Watery, she says, not watering, the adjective that would align itself most easily with the physical im-
age of these birds gathered around a watering hole. But watery, suggesting an eye either damaged or crying or, 
at the very least, a perceptive center characterized by fluidity, surfaces and depth. While so much of this poem 
engages in describing the outer world, we remain, from start to finish, subtly aware of the speaker’s inner world, 
her depths, her search for something. As the section continues, the speaker laments her inability to apprehend 
fully all that is passing, and the section ends with a statement of her resolved, on-going effort: “I am trying to 
turn my face / Into it.” In these final lines, we are invited to entertain a double resonance. First, we understand 
the speaker’s desire to face, that is, to look squarely at all she can. And second, especially in the context of this 
section where the desert itself has an eye, we can read these lines as a statement of her intention to turn her 
face into the desert’s face—that is, to allow her poem (a presentation of herself) to be an embodiment of what 
surrounds her, a transparent, one-to-one ratio between art and reality. 

     But, of course, art is not life. There is no one-to-one correspondence. It’s worth considering, too, that 
this poem is aptly titled “Outside Dubai,” suggesting that we are not only outside of the city-center, but also on 
the outside of many experiences, looking in. Within this looking, there arises the speaker’s longing for a place 
of her own, her investigations of what it means to be at home or to be an immigrant, and the desire, expressed 



in the final section, to “Untie her mask.”  In this poem, as any, the world presented is a fragmented, filtered 
version that the writer has arranged. In this case, Myers has arranged a world in which every individual inhabits 
a precarious place, where every “show of teeth” or “flutter in the violet desert” feels at once inexplicable and 
significant. What is so compelling, I think, about Myers’ arrangement is that she presents the scenes that give 
rise to her concerns rather than flatly giving us her concerns, and, as a result, her concerns become our con-
cerns. The task of organizing and assimilating these images and scenes, this “host of shadows,” of putting the 
displaced in their place and embodying the disembodied, begins to feel like a task that belongs as much to the 
reader as it does to the writer. Of course, it isn’t. It only feels this way, and it’s Myers’ skillful handling of her 
material, her restraint, that gives us the privilege of feeling that her questions are our own. 

     Over the week or so that I’ve been reading this poem and considering it, I’ve been putting myself to 
bed each night reading a few pages from Proust. Maybe that’s the only reason his often quoted line about “the 
voyage of discovery” and the need for “new eyes” keeps coming to mind as I read the poem’s final section.  As 
the speaker views “The old white Ford limned in rust,” she sees what she has seen before, but sees it differ-
ently, and travel—the entering and leaving that the section refers to—seems integral to this change, though it 
is difficult to say exactly how. The place the speaker knew the day before has changed. 
    
              Now it is morning
              The traces the 
              Blackened stones
              Here shifted sands there
              Where I walked yesterday

              Become a desert place

The lack of punctuation in these lines prevents us from parsing the syntax with certainty, the meaning of the 
lines (or meanings) shifts a little each time we read it, like sand. Are we to read the final line above as an im-
perative? The speaker revisiting that desire to become what surrounds her? Or, instead, are we to understand 
that the place the speaker walked yesterday has “Become a desert place,” more vacant and inexplicable than it 
was before? To me, this reading feels like an admission that the speaker cannot hold on to what passes and also 
like a small revelation: that what she has been looking for—identity, security—has never resided in a specific 
place or a time. Whether or not the speaker ever “saw the garden” seems, in this light, insignificant. What 
matters, now as before, is perspective. In the final lines of the poem, having left her illusions behind, it is the 
presence of her own life that she is “born” into, its “gardens of rust / And fallen petals.”
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